
Little Sweet 1621 

Chapter 1621: He doesn’t suit Mommy 

 

Ye Wanwan broke into laughter. “Why?” 

Tangtang answered immediately, “He doesn’t suit Mommy!” 

Ye Wanwan was intrigued. “Oh? If he doesn’t suit Mommy, then who do you think suits Mommy?” 

The little fella lowered his eyes and sunk into contemplation. 

“Beautiful miss, beautiful miss, try this… I’ll feed you…” Shen Tianchen eagerly approached her with 

a?tanghulu?1?in hand. 

Ye Wanwan had a headache as she looked at Shen Tianchen. Since a roundabout rejection was useless, 

she could only straightforwardly say, “Apologies, Young Master Shen, but I already like someone else.” 

Shen Tianchen didn’t look like he cared at all and grinned as he replied, “I know, I know! You like 

beautiful men, President Bai. If we’re talking about looks, I should meet your standards, right, President 

Bai?” 

Ye Wanwan’s lips twitched. Just how bad was Bai Feng’s reputation…? Did everyone know about her 

lascivious nature? 

Ye Wanwan helplessly explained, “That’s not what I meant. I’m saying I have a lover; he’s the one and 

only true love of my life and not someone I’m casually having fun with.” 

Shen Tianchen righteously said, “President Bai, for a woman who’s endowed with beauty but also 

intelligence, intelligence but also martial strength, and martial strength but also viciousness like you, 

how could you halt your steps for a single flower?! Your path should traverse the universe; there are still 

so many beautiful men waiting for you to conquer them, like me for example…” 

“…”?That’s enough!!! 

Ye Wanwan couldn’t get through to him no matter what she said and was agonizing over how to ditch 

Shen Tianchen when she heard a gentle voice ahead of them. 

“Xiao Feng.” 

Eh? Ji Xiuran? 

Ye Wanwan didn’t know how to describe her mood upon seeing Ji Xiuran under these circumstances. 

She had been impersonating Bai Feng, Ji Xiuran’s fiancée, so she didn’t have any mental barriers about 

this before and it was fine for her to act in front of him. 

Now though… who could’ve expected her real identity to actually be Ji Xiuran’s fiancée… 

She didn’t have the words to describe her feelings. 



What further complicated her mood was that she recalled Madam Nie saying it was Ji Xiuran who broke 

the engagement back then and was unwilling to marry Worriless Nie. 

Ji Xiuran rejected the Nie family’s engagement and secretly got together with Bai Feng… 

Hm, does this mean I was… cheated on by Ji Xiuran? 

Before Ye Wanwan could respond, Tangtang swiftly darted forward to Ji Xiuran and cheerfully shouted, 

“Uncle Ji, Uncle Ji! Tangtang really missed you!” 

A warm smile spread across Ji Xiuran’s face and he reached out, his large hand patting the little fella’s 

head. 

Ye Wanwan couldn’t help but feel surprised upon seeing this, and her temples twitched. 

Tangtang rarely acted so enthusiastically toward anyone but her. Ye Wanwan didn’t expect him to be so 

familiar with Ji Xiuran. 

However, thinking about it, it wasn’t too strange. The Ji family and the Nie family had an amicable 

relationship, and Ji Xiuran and Worriless Nie, aka her, even once had an engagement, so it was normal 

for Ji Xiuran to know Tangtang. 

Theoretically speaking though, if Tangtang wasn’t Ji Xiuran’s son, it meant Ji Xiuran was cheated on, so 

how come Ji Xiuran still treated Tangtang so nicely? 

Did this mean… Tangtang couldn’t be Ji Xiuran and her child, right?! 

Ye Wanwan was shocked by her own wild imagination! 

Chapter 1622: Rich in beautiful paramours 

 

“Mommy…” Tangtang called as he led Ji Xiuran toward Ye Wanwan, waking her up. 

“Mommy, this is my Uncle Ji!” The difference in the little fella’s attitude toward Ji Xiuran and Shen 

Tianchen was like night and day, and he passionately introduced Ji Xiuran to her. 

The little fella turned to Ji Xiuran. “Uncle Ji, this is my mommy who I mentioned to you.” 

Ji Xiuran chuckled lightly. “I know. I know your mommy.” 

Ye Wanwan’s lips twitched.?It was more than just “knowing”… 

They’re even secret lovers… 

“Really?” Joyful surprise filled the little fella’s face instantly. 

“Ah! Emperor Ji, what a coincidence! I’m currently accompanying President Bai with her shopping!” 

Shen Tianchen waved his hand holding the tanghulu. 

Ji Xiuran didn’t react oddly to his words and faintly smiled at the other man. “Congratulations on 

opening a business, Young Master Shen. I prepared some humble gifts for you and sent them to your 

home.” 



“Ah, you’re too polite, Emperor Ji!” Shen Tianchen smiled radiantly. 

Ji Xiuran smiled before turning to Ye Wanwan. He used one hand to expertly take the cake box from her 

hand as well as the bags of snacks before holding Tangtang with the other hand. Then he said to Shen 

Tianchen. “Thank you for taking care of Xiao Feng, Young Master Shen.” 

Shen Tianchen’s mouth turned o-shaped upon seeing this.?Ehhh… what… what’s going on? 

Emperor Ji and Bai Feng… 

Emperor Ji can’t possibly be interested in the beautiful miss too, right? 

Shen Tianchen was confident Beautiful Miss Bai wouldn’t reject him since he was equipped with both 

money and looks. 

Now though… this… this love rival was rather strong… 

Sweat slid down Shen Tianchen’s forehead. 

“Eh, President Bai, when you said there was someone you liked earlier, could it be… could it be that 

Emperor Ji is that one and only true love in your life?” 

As Shen Tianchen said that, he wondered who this beautiful miss had this child with if things were like 

that. What happened to the one and only true love in her life that she mentioned? She wasn’t trying to 

fool him, right… 

Due to her desire to get rid of Shen Tianchen and her strong survival instinct when facing Ji Xiuran, Ye 

Wanwan nodded vehemently. “That’s right!” 

Tangtang blinked, appearing to be elated. 

Ji Xiuran retained the same calm and unperturbed expression from the beginning. It might be Ye 

Wanwan’s imagination, but she felt like Ji Xiuran’s smile seemed a few degrees warmer than his usual 

characteristic smile? 

Shen Tianchen’s head pounded as soon as he heard that. He wasn’t scared of many people in the entire 

Independent State when it came to charming women. 

However, the love rival in front of him was truly too frightening… 

Shen Tianchen hesitated for a long while and decided it was a bit too difficult and dangerous to have a 

stand off against Emperor Ji. He finally asked, “Beautiful miss, do you accept concubines?” 

“…!!!” Ye Wanwan simply wanted to cudgel him to death for daring to ask her if she took concubines in 

front of Ji Xiuran. 

I don’t take any, alright?! 

Since the Independent State revered the strong, and men and women were equals, powerful men 

weren’t the only ones who could be rich in beautiful paramours—women also could. 

“Ah, I have no choice then. We can only… have a fair competition!” Shen Tianchen sighed. 



Shen Tianchen immediately took out a sparkling gold key from his pocket. “Beautiful miss, this is the key 

to our Shen Tianchen’s treasury! A word from you and I can use this as your betrothal gift!” 

Ye Wanwan: “…” 

Hah… what happened to a “fair competition”? 

Chapter 1623: What a coincidence, we meet again 

 

Ye Wanwan facepalmed, exasperated. “No thanks…” 

She really wasn’t interested in mountains of gold and silver… It was useless! 

But this… Forget it… 

After being rejected, Shen Tianchen stared at her and questioned, “But… President Bai… isn’t there 

something wrong with what you said earlier… if Emperor Ji is supposedly your one and only true love in 

your life… then who’s the father of your son?” 

Ye Wanwan: “…” 

Why’s this landlord’s foolish son so hard to placate?! I should just kill him now! 

While Ye Wanwan was agonizing over her desire to beat him up, Tangtang suddenly stared at a nearby 

spot and called, “Daddy…” 

Huh? Daddy? 

What the h*ll? 

Ye Wanwan reflexively followed Tangtang’s gaze. 

And… she actually saw… a man wearing a black suit and emitting a chilly aura as always… Lord Asura… 

The man just exited from the entrance of a high-end clubhouse with a group of followers trailing behind 

him. His eyes imperceptibly swept across Ye Wanwan, Emperor Ji, and Tangtang, who were standing 

together like a family of three. His eyes turned as icy as the wintry Arctic, and a frigid aura radiated from 

him. 

Does it… freaking have to be so coincidental? 

Ye Wanwan had intentionally given Lord Asura the cold shoulder for a period of time and didn’t expect 

to run into him under these circumstances after many days of separation… 

“Sh… sh*t…?!” Shen Tianchen’s jaw was about to drop as he stared at the man who Tangtang called 

“Daddy.” 

Wasn’t… wasn’t this Lord Asura? 

What did this child call Lord Asura? 

Bai Feng actually managed to charm Lord Asura, and they had such a big child already??? 



Then what was the situation with Ji Xiuran? 

So… she was two-timing? 

Admiration brimmed from Shen Tianchen’s eyes as he turned to Ye Wanwan. 

He thought he was unruly enough already but didn’t expect her to be even more arrogant. 

Her harem was rather… impressive… 

“Daddy…” Tangtang automatically called when he saw that familiar face—a face he saw every day 

during his three months in China. 

Although their father and son relationship seemed aloof in China, there was obvious joy in Tangtang’s 

eyes when he saw the newcomer. 

“Lord… Lord Asura…” Shen Tianchen was stupefied. “Cherub, what… what did you just call him?” 

When Lord Asura saw the little fella holding hands with Ji Xiuran, his cold eyes seemed to sparkle for a 

second like ice melting a tinge, but soon, aloofness returned, and he looked at the child like a stranger. 

Tangtang detected the man’s reaction, his brows furrowing and face dimming. Confusion also entered 

his face. 

Ye Wanwan ignored Shen Tianchen’s exclamation. After noticing Tangtang’s emotions, she looked down 

and explained to him, “Tangtang, he isn’t the person you know. They merely look alike.” 

She couldn’t explain everything to Tangtang, so she could only tell him that. 

“Not Daddy…” the little fella mumbled with a frown and looked up to examine the other man 

again.?Their hair color is obviously the only thing different though. 

Ye Wanwan gathered her thoughts and calmly greeted, “Lord Asura, what a coincidence! We meet 

again!” 

“Vixen…” Jiang Yan, standing behind Lord Asura, didn’t vocalize this, but the shape of his lips made it 

apparent he was saying that. 

Chapter 1624: I like mountains of gold but I like beauties even more 

 

She had an ambiguous relationship with Emperor Ji one moment and seduced Shen Tianchen the next 

moment… 

How could my Lord be tarnished by this kind of woman?! 

As soon as he recalled the night when he accidentally stumbled into his Lord’s room and witnessed what 

this woman did to his Lord, he felt like his Lord suffered cosmic humiliation and sullying. 

He had to find the antidote for the gu poison no matter what! 

Lord Asura expressionlessly nodded at her in greeting. “President Bai.” 



His expression looked like they weren’t familiar at all and everything that happened before was 

nonexistent, pissing Ye Wanwan off. 

As for Shen Tianchen, his mind was in utter chaos already.?So is Lord Asura this child’s dad or not? 

No… I found a woman this suitable for me with such difficulty… I absolutely can’t give up this easily! 

Shen Tianchen bashfully looked at Ye Wanwan. “President Bai, if you don’t want it as a betrothal gift… 

it… it can be my dowry instead!” 

So what if they were more powerful than him? He was richer. So what if they had a higher standing than 

him? He was richer. So what if they were more handsome than him? He was still richer! 

He didn’t believe anybody in this world could resist his charms! 

Even if his competitors were Emperor Ji and Lord Asura! 

After Shen Tianchen said that, he inexplicably felt a chill directed at his back. 

Wait, no, it feels like… two waves of chills? 

No… three waves… 

He carefully examined the three people present aside from him and Bai Feng. Emperor Ji maintained his 

calm smile, Lord Asura was expressionless, and the little child… he was even more unpredictable. 

“…” Ye Wanwan had nothing to say.?Where’s this fool’s integrity…? 

Ye Wanwan took a deep breath then swept her eyes over Ji Xiuran and Lord Asura in a seemingly 

nonchalant manner. She said with a smile, “Young Master Shen, my sincerest apologies. I like mountains 

of gold, of course. However, while I like mountains of gold, I like beauties even more! To me… a beauty’s 

smile can’t be bought for one thousand in gold.” 

Although Ye Wanwan said “A beauty’s smile can’t be bought for one thousand in gold,” she didn’t 

specify who she was referring to. 

When Lord Asura heard her, dark emotions flashed through his face, and something flitted through his 

eyes. 

Shen Tianchen clutched his chest as though an arrow was shot into his heart and pitifully said, 

“Actually… I’m also really good-looking when I smile… Take another careful look, beautiful miss…” 

Shen Tianchen’s face was truly gifted and he could easily leap into the ranks of A-list actors in China, the 

type who could explode in popularity based on looks alone. Unfortunately, his other two opponents set 

standards off the charts. 

Ye Wanwan coughed. “Ah, Young Master Shen, this… actually has nothing to do with looks…” 

Shen Tianchen solemnly glanced at her. “Nothing to do with looks… Doesn’t your conscience hurt when 

you say that, President Bai?” 

Ye Wanwan: “…” 



She seriously wanted to kill him still… 

At this moment, Tangtang abruptly looked up at the man standing in front of them. “You really aren’t 

my daddy?” 

Lord Asura peered down, his gaze landing on the fair child he hadn’t seen in ages, and his iron-walled 

emotions actually lost a little control. 

He was silent for at least three seconds before coolly replying at last, “You have the wrong person.” 

Tangtang stared at him, seeming to accept his answer. He said with conviction, “Sorry, I recognized the 

wrong person. You’re not Daddy; my daddy is very gentle.” 

Chapter 1625: Want to discuss a deal with the two of you 

 

As soon as the little fella said that, the man’s glacial eyes cracked abruptly, astonishment and 

complicated feelings flashing through them. 

Gentle…? 

Ye Wanwan was also shocked, so she missed the obvious abnormality in the man’s eyes. 

What surprised Ye Wanwan was that she didn’t expect Tangtang to actually like Si Ye Han in reality since 

he appeared not to get along with Si Yehan on the surface. 

From Tangtang’s point of view, Si Yehan was gentle. 

That’s right… gentle… 

Si Yehan truly was very gentle back then… 

She randomly brought a child back to look after and requested him to pretend to be the child’s father, 

and he agreed unconditionally. 

Back then, she never expected things to end up like this between them one day… 

Lord Asura and the little fella were staring at each other. Ye Wanwan glanced at the older man then the 

younger child, her expression a little dazed. 

In terms of looks, Tangtang actually took after his mom more. His nose, mouth, chin, forehead… they all 

resembled her more. 

However… his eyes… were extremely similar to Si Yehan’s… 

Moreover, this child’s typical personality and expressions… She already felt like he and Si Yehan truly 

looked like father and son back in China. 

Could… could Tangtang and Si Yehan really be…? 

She could be excused for being ignorant of Tangtang’s existence since she lost her memory, but why was 

the culprit, Si Yehan, also clueless about Tangtang? 



After all, having similar eyes and personalities couldn’t explain everything. 

If they delved into things, Tangtang actually seemed more familiar with Emperor Ji. 

“Hehehe… Emperor Ji, Lord Asura, may I speak with you privately? I’d like to discuss a deal with the two 

of you!” Shen Tianchen’s eyes shifted as he thought of something and requested the other two men 

with a mischievous chuckle. 

As a member of the four great clans, Shen Tianchen might act slovenly, but his influence originated in his 

financial resources, strictly speaking, so he was doubtlessly a person every faction wanted to befriend. 

Regardless of a person’s faction, no one wanted to be on bad terms with a god of wealth, so everyone 

would show him some courtesy. 

Ji Xiuran and Lord Asura were no exceptions. 

Ji Xiuran genially replied, “Of course. Lead the way, Young Master Shen.” 

Lord Asura also followed them to the nearby clubhouse corridor. 

Ye Wanwan furrowed her brows at the three men’s departing figures. What havoc was Shen Tianchen 

up to this time? 

Tangtang fretted with worry. “Mommy, that Shen guy is definitely up to no good!” 

In reality, Tangtang’s guess was rather accurate. 

When they reached an empty space, Shen Tianchen said to the two men in a conniving manner, “Please 

name a price, Emperor Ji, Lord Asura!” 

“Name a price?” Ji Xiuran asked. 

“What do you mean, Young Master Shen?” echoed Lord Asura. 

One man was gentle like the spring breeze while the other man was dark and chilly like a winter night, 

but they both spoke almost at the same time. 

Shen Tianchen smiled. “Ah, bosses, I can tell what type of women you two like with a single glance. A 

vicious and licentious woman like President Bai—she definitely isn’t your type…” 

“Since it’s like that, why don’t you help me succeed?! As long as you two cooperate with me and 

withdraw, the price is negotiable!” 

Shen Tianchen’s logic was simple. 

Since he wasn’t successful going Beautiful Miss Bai’s route, then he’d take a different path! 

He was simply too clever! 

Ji Xiuran: “…” 

Lord Asura: “…” 

Chapter 1626: The type he likes 



 

“How about it? This deal is a steal, right?” Shen Tianchen asked confidently. 

“Heh…” Ji Xiuran’s eyes were downcast, amusement flitting through his gentle gaze. 

Shen Tianchen blinked. “Why are you laughing, Emperor Ji?” 

Ji Xiuran replied, “How does Young Master Shen know the type of women I like?” 

“The type you like is proper, noble, and elegant ladies from prestigious families, of course! I-isn’t that 

right?” Shen Tianchen looked doubtful. 

Ji Xiuran retained his smile, but his tone conveyed that he wasn’t joking at all. “It isn’t.” 

“…???” 

Huh? What? 

Shen Tianchen was stunned. “You… you aren’t telling me… you… you like women like Bai Feng, right?! 

That’s illogical!” 

Shen Tianchen didn’t expect there to be someone with such a hardcore and unusual taste like him! And 

this someone was the gentle and graceful gentleman, Ji Xiuran. 

However, Ji Xiuran didn’t admit or deny it. 

He isn’t tacitly admitting it, right? 

It’s fine, it’s fine! Calm down! 

There’s one more still! 

Shen Tianchen finally managed to gather his wits after a day and anxiously turned to Lord Asura. 

“What… what about you, Lord Asura?” 

“Apologies, I’m afraid I can’t agree to this business deal.” 

“What? You also won’t agree? Why?” Shen Tianchen was puzzled. 

“The literal meaning,” Lord Asura replied. 

After saying that, the man exchanged glances with Ji Xiuran, coldness brimming from each other’s eyes. 

“D*mn! What do you mean by the literal meaning?!” Shen Tianchen was about to break down. 

It can’t be the reason I think, right? 

Can both of these bosses… Has this world gone mad…? 

On the other hand, Ye Wanwan was trying her hardest to eavesdrop on Shen Tianchen’s conversation 

with Ji Xiuran and Lord Asura, but she was unfortunately too far away and couldn’t clearly hear them at 

all. 

At that moment, a loud commotion was suddenly heard ahead of them. 



The packed crowd promptly parted to the sides, yielding a path. 

A group of guards wearing uniforms embroidered with the Nie family’s emblem formidably charged in 

Ye Wanwan’s direction accompanied by the steward who blocked them earlier, along with Madam Nie, 

Worriless Nie, and Nie Linglong. 

Nameless Nie was also present, and the middle-aged man wearing the solemn expression next to him 

was probably Patriarch Nie. 

The whole Nie family had set out in full strength. 

Ye Wanwan raised her eyebrows, sensing that her impending doom had arrived. 

“TANGTANG!” 

Worriless Nie charged to the forefront and swiftly dashed toward Tangtang, sweeping him into her 

arms. 

The little fella’s brows deeply furrowed as he left Ye Wanwan’s side. 

This woman was too strong, hurting him with her “embrace.” 

“Quick! Guards! Seize this criminal!” Worriless Nie ordered severely. 

Ye Wanwan was surrounded by a group of Nie family guards in the blink of an eye. 

The steward with bandages wrapped around his wrist leaped forward and indignantly ran to Madam Nie 

and Patriarch, pointing at Ye Wanwan as he accused, “Patriarch, Madam, it’s this woman who acted 

barbarically in front of the Nie estate and abducted Little Young Master after violently injuring me!” 

“Bai Feng, you’re too malicious! I knew it! I knew you had ulterior motives for approaching my brother 

and Tangtang! It’s a shame my brother trusted you so much! How could you do such a cruel thing 

without even sparing a child?!” Worriless Nie sobbed and furiously shouted as she hugged Tangtang, the 

embodiment of a grieving and furious mother. 

As for Nie Linglong, she merely stood next to Madam Nie placidly and aloofly looked down her nose at 

the surrounded Ye Wanwan. 

Chapter 1627: Can’t be spared 

 

“Tangtang! Tangtang, are you alright?! You scared Grandma! If anything happened to you, what would 

Grandma have done?!” Madam Nie was pale with fright and examined Tangtang with incessant worry. 

Tangtang hastily explained, “Grandma, things aren’t like what she said! Mommy didn’t harm me!” 

Madam Nie furrowed her brows, turmoil evident in her expression. She didn’t say anything but based on 

her expression, she didn’t fully believe Tangtang. 

After all, the steward’s broken wrist couldn’t be faked, and the surveillance did show that Ye Wanwan 

forcefully took Tangtang away. 



Her actions were too impulsive… 

Next to them, “Worriless Nie” donned a heartbroken and sorrowful expression. “Mom, look at how 

distantly Tangtang is addressing me. Yet, he’s calling a completely unrelated woman ‘Mommy’!” 

The steward spoke up timely: “The fact that Bai Feng injured me and abducted Little Young Master from 

the Nie estate is the truth, and every guard present can testify to that. No matter how she’s bewitched 

Little Young Master, this is the undeniable truth! If we hadn’t arrived in time, what could’ve happened 

to Little Young Master after being kidnapped would be unimaginable!” 

As the steward said that, he kept shooting looks at the nearby guards, and a few guards stepped forward 

and parroted something similar, verifying his words. 

“Xiao Feng, what’s going on?” Madam Nie took to this girl as soon as they met and had a decent 

impression of her despite finding out she was the president of the Fearless Alliance. 

However, when the problem concerned Tangtang, the situation was different. 

How could Tangtang tolerate his mommy being interrogated and accused unjustly? He didn’t wait for Ye 

Wanwan to respond before standing protectively in front of her. “Grandma, Mommy acted to protect 

me because Steward Feng treated me disrespectfully. It was also my request for Mommy to take me 

outside; it has nothing to do with Mommy!” 

Ye Wanwan watched the little fella using his tiny figure to stand in front of her and protect her, and her 

heart filled with warmth and tenderness even though she was having a standoff with her biological 

parents. She couldn’t reunite with them and even had to tolerate being misunderstood and accused. 

“Worriless Nie” aggrievedly turned to Madam Nie and Patriarch Nie. “Dad, Mom, Tangtang’s been 

utterly brainwashed by this woman!” 

“Worriless Nie” impatiently tacked on the charge of “Brainwashing Tangtang” to Ye Wanwan so it’d be 

useless no matter how Tangtang spoke up for Ye Wanwan and would tarnish her name the more he 

defended her. 

“Worriless Nie” added, “Dad, Mom, it was because of the recent restless and unsafe state of the 

Independent State that I ordered the steward to take good care of Tangtang and prevent him from 

running around wildly; you know this. The steward was just doing his job and obeying orders.” 

“However, this Bai Feng! She clearly knew about this but still took Tangtang out without permission. Do I 

need to point out her motive any further?” 

Madam Nie remained silent, so Nie Linglong imperceptibly glanced at “Worriless Nie,” and the woman 

relentlessly added more fuel to the fire. “Mom, she’s Bai Feng, the president of the Fearless Alliance! 

What kind of place is the Fearless Alliance? And who is Bai Feng? She’s the Independent State’s 

infamous criminal! How could you believe anything someone like her says?! She clearly abducted 

Tangtang deliberately!” 

“If anything happened to Tangtang, how would I survive? I finally came back and returned to you and 

Tangtang after great hardship! I won’t allow anyone to harm my son! Dad, Mom, this woman absolutely 

can’t be spared this time!” 



Chapter 1628: Try intimidating her again 

 

After hearing the indignant and furious words of “Worriless Nie,” Madam Nie’s expression finally 

wavered, and Patriarch Nie looked abnormally chilly and stern. 

He detachedly glanced at Ye Wanwan before walking toward “Worriless Nie,” his stern expression 

easing up as soon as he looked at his daughter. “Behave, Worriless, you don’t need to fret over this 

matter. Father will handle it!” 

“Dad…” “Worriless Nie” looked incredibly touched. 

Nameless Nie couldn’t stand back and listen anymore. He shot forward like an arrow. “D*mn, what 

nonsense are you spouting, Worriless Nie?! What was that about being vicious, having ulterior motives, 

and kidnapping?! Are you saying I’m vicious and had ulterior motives and wanted to kidnap my own 

nephew?” 

“Worriless Nie” reacted like she was terrified and shrank back like she was wronged. “Brother, why 

would you think that? I wasn’t talking about you…” 

Nameless Nie was enraged. “You weren’t talking about me? Don’t you know Bai Feng’s my sworn 

brother? If you’re doubting her, then you’re doubting me! Did you think I was dead?” 

Ye Wanwan felt rather conflicted about Nameless Nie’s act of emotionally jumping out and standing up 

for her. 

She originally found it rather hard to accept that this idiot, Nameless Nie, was actually her biological 

brother, but… this guy truly did treat her really well… 

Though his behavior was seriously too impulsive… 

He was truly a pig-like teammate who dragged one’s feet… 

Ye Wanwan originally thought Nameless Nie would definitely believe her if she told him about her 

identity. 

Now though, she was immensely glad she didn’t tell him. 

This guy was really endowed in martial strength, but his personality was too impulsive. 

Counting on him to provide support in her offense was simply impossible. 

It would already be a blessing if he didn’t ruin the plan. 

As expected, as soon as Nameless Nie spoke irrationally like that, Patriarch Nie slapped him on the back 

of his head and was angered. “Punk, who are you shouting at? Who are you intimidating? Worriless is 

your true sister! Are you crazy? Just try intimidating her again!” 

Nameless Nie clutched his head and jumped in anger. “D*mn! How did I intimidate her? I just spoke 

louder than usual! Can you be any more biased, Dad? Am I really your biological son?!” 



“Punk, shut your mouth! I’ll punish you later! All you do outside day and night is fool around. What kind 

of people are you befriending?” 

Patriarch Nie ignored his idiotic son and aloofly looked at Ye Wanwan. “President Fearless, it’s an honor 

to meet you. The Nie family and the Fearless Alliance have always minded their own business, but this 

doesn’t mean the Nie family is afraid of trouble. President Bai will have to give me an explanation for 

today’s matter or else I’m afraid you won’t be able to leave.” 

As he said that, the Nie family’s guards walked forward and surrounded Ye Wanwan. 

Currently, Ye Wanwan still looked a little dazed as the words spoken by Patriarch Nie protectively on 

Worriless Nie’s behalf rang in her ears. 

She could tell that Madam Nie and Patriarch truly loved their daughter, Worriless Nie, a lot. 

She had been misguided by the memory fragments in her dreams and always thought her parents were 

dead already. She didn’t expect them to still be alive and love her so much… 

Unfortunately, she couldn’t reunite with them under the current circumstances and even had to endure 

such hostility. 

This was all due to… Nie Linglong… 

This adopted daughter of the Nie family who she personally rescued years ago. 

She didn’t expect to have nurtured a lurking enemy… 

Chapter 1629: Actually appeared at the same time 

 

“What, Bai Feng, do you have nothing to say? Where’s your explanation? Why did you abduct 

Tangtang?! What did you mean by deliberately befriending my brother, huh?” “Worriless Nie” 

interrogated her aggressively. 

A sharp glint flashed through the steward’s eyes. He said acidly, “Miss Worriless, why else would she 

have done it? Bro Flattop’s infamous for her monstrous crimes, so she naturally kidnapped Little Young 

Master for money, or she’s a monster and simply wanted to commit murder to vent her rage without 

even sparing a child!” 

“If it weren’t for the fact that we locked down the Independent State and located them here in time, the 

consequences would’ve been inconceivable…” 

“Worriless Nie” interjected, “Dad, Mom, don’t waste your words with her and seize her immediately! 

We absolutely can’t spare a criminal like her!” 

Patriarch Nie had always been an extremely protective person. Plus, Bai Feng targeted his most precious 

grandson today, so he raised his hand and gave the order, signaling his guards to act. 

Ye Wanwan narrowed her eyes, but not a tinge of panic or anger appeared on her face. Instead, she 

acted like nothing was happening. 



In response to their accusations, Ye Wanwan nonchalantly said, “Heh, I abducted Tangtang? So what 

Miss Nie is saying is that I abducted Tangtang today with Ji Xiuran, Shen Tianchen—Eldest Young Master 

of the Shen family—and Lord Asura of Asura…?” 

“W-what?” “Worriless Nie” was startled. “What do you mean? What does this have to do with Brother 

Xiuran, Eldest Young Master Shen… and Lord Asura?” 

Ye Wanwan’s expression was unfazed as she started crafting her story. “Didn’t Mr. Steward say it’s 

dangerous outside? So I specifically found several people to accompany me and guarantee Tangtang’s 

safety! What? Do you not think I, the president of the Fearless Alliance, along with Emperor Ji, Shen 

Tianchen, and Lord Asura are enough to protect Tangtang?” 

The fake Worriless Nie was so mad that she started laughing. “Bai Feng, I think you’re acting like a 

cornered dog who’s jumped over the wall! You’re running your mouth off and spouting nonsense! How 

could Emperor Ji, Shen Tianchen, and Lord Asura be accompanying you?! Can’t you even find a more 

believable excuse?!” 

It was an extremely rare sight for these three men to be together, let alone accompany Bai Feng 

together. 

Did she think they were random, ordinary civilians off the streets? 

However, just as “Worriless Nie” said that, a round of footsteps was heard behind them. 

A second later, “Worriless Nie” saw a familiar white figure calmly walking toward them and asking in his 

typical gentle tone, “Uncle Nie, Auntie Nie, what happened? Why are you so angry?” 

Ji Xiuran… 

The man stood half a step in front of Ye Wanwan—a clearly protective pose. 

“Worriless Nie” and the others were surprised by Emperor Ji’s coincidental appearance when they saw a 

man wearing a flamboyant pink dress shirt and a second man wearing a black suit also walking toward 

them. 

The man in the pink dress shirt was Shen Tianchen… while the other man… the other man was actually 

Lord Asura!!! 

“Worriless Nie” stared at Shen Tianchen and especially Lord Asura in shock. She’d only seen Lord Asura 

once at Shen Tianchen’s break-up banquet, but she absolutely wouldn’t mistake him. 

These three people… actually appeared at the same time… 

When Nie Linglong, who was too contemptuous to speak the whole time, saw the three people, her 

eyes brightened and she softly said, “Brother Xiuran, you arrived at the right time. Bai Feng kidnapped 

Tangtang but is trying to excuse herself by saying…” 

Chapter 1630: You want to kill me by laughing too hard so that you can get my inheritance? 

 

Ji Xiuran asked, “Saying what?” 



“Worriless Nie” immediately continued in a mocking manner, “Bai Feng actually claimed she’s with you, 

Brother Xiuran, and Young Master Shen, as well as… Lord Asura? Don’t you think that’s ridiculous?” 

Ji Xiuran looked at Ye Wanwan, a smile spreading on his lips. 

He answered, “President Bai was indeed traveling with us today.” 

Disbelief instantly filled the fake Worriless Nie’s face. “How… how’s that possible?” 

Shen Tianchen slipped out from behind them. “Why not? President Bai’s been with us the whole time 

with the child, and we were having a lot of fun! Why did we suddenly turn into kidnappers in the blink of 

an eye?” 

“Kidnap? Please! How could the child encounter that kind of situation in our company?! I’d bury the 

culprit in gold bars!” 

The only “partner-in-crime” left was… Lord Asura… 

Ye Wanwan was confident Ji Xiuran and Shen Tianchen would cooperate with her, but Lord Asura… 

Ye Wanwan discreetly smiled at the man while pleading. 

Please cooperate with me, boss! 

The man’s eyes sparkled when he saw her smile but immediately avoided her gaze. 

When Ye Wanwan looked over, all she saw was him turning his head and staying silent expressionlessly. 

He didn’t expose her but also didn’t say anything, tacitly acquiescing to Ji Xiuran and Shen Tianchen’s lie. 

Of course, it was also possible that he didn’t want to interfere with this matter and was uninterested in 

talking to them… 

The Nie family didn’t expect three people like Ji Xiuran, Shen Tianchen, and Lord Asura to all appear at 

the same time and were dumbfounded, unable to react. 

Nie Linglong knitted her brows tightly. 

“Worriless Nie” was incredulous. “How could that be possible…? She clearly wanted to kidnap 

Tangtang…” 

“Eh…” Patriarch Nie and Madam Nie also didn’t anticipate the situation to turn out like this and became 

uncertain. 

Nameless Nie instantly made a racket. “Talk! Keep talking! Say that my sister abducted Tangtang! Oh 

wait, my sister abducted Tangtang with Emperor Ji of the Independent State, Shen Tianchen, an heir 

from the four great clans, and Lord Asura of Asura! That’s a f*cking cosmetic joke! Did you f*cking want 

to kill me by laughing too hard so you could get my inheritance?” 

“Worriless Nie’s” and the steward’s faces turned ashen. 

Not to mention Ji Xiuran and Shen Tianchen’s identities, but Lord Asura wasn’t considered official and 

wasn’t accepted by the Martial Arts Union. However, there was no way he would do something like 

kidnapping a child. 



Wasn’t this equivalent to publicly trying to humiliate Asura by saying that? 

The fake Worriless Nie’s eyes brimmed with suspicion. “But Brother Xiuran, Young Master Shen, Lord 

Asura… why are you three together?” 

The cold-faced and silent Lord Asura suddenly spoke up. “Do I need to explain to you who I’m with?” 

“Eh…” The fake “Worriless Nie” was immediately rendered speechless, and the man’s haughty and 

terrifying gaze caused her to feel like she was insignificant like an ant. A chill ran down her back. 

He was truly the legendary Lord Asura indeed… 

He only spoke, but that was frightening enough already. 

Shen Tianchen found Lord Asura to be very handsome speaking like that, so he frantically nodded and 

echoed, “Right, right, right, Lord Asura is right!” 

Ji Xiuran placidly replied, “President Bai brought Tangtang to see me, and we ran into Young Master 

Shen and Lord Asura on the way, so we traveled together.” 

Shen Tianchen turned to Ji Xiuran and also thought Emperor Ji spoke sensibly. “Yes, yes, yes, Emperor Ji 

is right!” 

Ye Wanwan speechlessly glanced at Shen Tianchen. “…” 

It’s truly scary to be uneducated… 

Thank goodness the other two supports were helpful… 

 


